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About This Game

Years after the confinement of Azhi Dahaka by Fereydun, the evil Deevs (Monsters) who were the commanders in the army of
darkness led by Azhi Dahaka rose again in different parts of the ancient lands of Khunirath and rebelled against the humans who

were celebrating the victory of the army of light.
This game is based on ancient Persian mythology bringing to life the epic battles of the mythological hero, Garshasp, in the

ancient lands against the evil monsters. You play as Garshasp himself, the strongest man in Persian Mythology, in a journey to
revenge and reclaim the legendary mace of his ancestors which is stolen by the Deevs. A journey which proves to unlock more

significant hidden mysteries. The main mechanics of the game revolve around melee combat, platforming and exploration.

Key features

Deep combat system with various combo moves and upgradeable abilities throughout the game.

Rage attribute to slash more enemies as they bring you more scars.

Intense combat engagements using Garshasp's special hand blade based on quick time events.

Cinematic in-game camera following the hero in the epic environments that are traveled in his journey.

Fantasy mythological world filled with ferocious monsters from ancient literature and Persian Mythology.
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Platforming elements.
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Title: Garshasp: The Monster Slayer
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Dead Mage
Publisher:
Digital Dragon
Release Date: 9 May, 2011

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7

Processor: P4 2.0 GHz

Memory: 1 GB

Graphics: 256 MB RAM, Nvidia 6600 and up
DirectX®: DirectX® 9.0c

Hard Drive: 3 GB free

Sound: DirectX compatible

English,German,Polish,Russian
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This year's MotoGP was a pleasant surprise. I had come to it not expecting much but came away impressed. Asthetically the
new Unreal4 engine do the bikes & riders much justice - it's intricately detailed and looks as real as it's real world counterpart.
I'm a casual player so I don't expect realism in the physics at my preferred difficulty setting . The AI do make you wonder if
your competitors are merely following a scripted routine and racing line but it's fine with me as I'm not a simulation nut looking
for realism.

Some quibbles - when playing in rainy weather all the riders' suits are blurred out probably due to the rainproof layering. You
get nice reflective roads and water droplets streaking down your visor but these are spoilt by the washed out blurry suits on all
the riders. It's also strange that the TV broadcast camera view in the replays are not full screen if you're playing on a 21:9
monitor but all other camera views are. It's also odd that the bikes/riders appear sharpely rendered against the blurry/washed out
trackside scenary. These are not enough to ruin the whole gameplay experience but they do stand out.

Other than that I'm glad to be back into MotoGP racing after so many years. The game runs very well on PC to boot. Im also
glad that the game let's you choose to play it as easy or difficult as you want. Recommended for all motorbike racing fans.. does
not work on linux. i can't even begin to describe how bad this game is it's just unbelievable. Interesting little puzzle game about
owls, a good time killer thatas for sure so ya, I can recommend it!. Quite a damn fine master piece gem of a game its like
playing chess with aliens, and im not talking about xcom.... Had an awesome time playing treadnauts! I've only just figured out
the controls but am super excited to keep advancing. Great sound track as well, and online play is a huge perk. Keep up the good
work guys!. A great simulation to use as a demo for VR.. Well, after playing this game, I strongly recommend it.
\u8fd8\u7b49\u7740\u4ec0\u4e48\uff1f\u4e70\u4e70\u4e70\u3002

First, to be honest, I am a Chinese fan who loves playing galgames of various kinds. I am pretty clear about what kind of
drawing style (How comfortable it seems?) such Chinese galgame has. And to be honest again, I have to admit that despite some
beautiful CGs in this game, other common scenes, either of action or communication, are a little bit disappointing to me
because of the use of strokes.

But! That is only the neglegible minority. When I am playing this game, the plot, soundtrack and CG tend to be much more
attractive, enough to compensate all the defects I mentioned before. CGs are magnificent, especially when the boy kisses the
"Azreal" girl...(I don't know how to call that cute girl.) The scene was moving indeed, and when I first saw that I burst into teers.

The plot: great. When I was playing the game in the first week, I entered the sacrifice ending. And at that time I did not think it
was beautiful enough. But when I finished the 2nd week, my attitude has dramatically changed. First, everything is resolved at
the beginning of the 2nd week--the identity of the girl, the reason why she comes to the boy. Then as the plot develops, I found
myself deeply immersed in it--I gradually cared about the ending: would the boy recognize the girl as the former friend? What
would happen if they fall in love?

With such suspension, the story comes to the resolution. Again, I love the end. I have suffered enough from the sad destiny of
this couple, and what I want is a happy ending. The ending works for me well because it shows to me that they finally go
through the reincarnation and have a beautiful encounter. Even though I hope to see more about their becoming couple and
walking on the bridge, going to the restaurant, having kissings, the ending is enough.

The soundtrack is also very cool. It reflects the feelings of the people very well.

All in all, I strongly insist if you are a fan of loving galgames, you should have a try. By the way, it is cheap in price and small in
space.

. I'll take your entire stock!!
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Ark is one of my favorite game, and i have been looking forward to this since it was announced.

The game does have good aspects but it also have some really negative ones too

Pros
You get to be in a VR world with dinosaurs
You get to hatch and grow said dinosaurs
It is a fun first time experience

Cons
Really short game, i have done almost everything you can do in this game and after that it just isnt that fun anymore.
There is no one in multiplayer
The trailers make the game look alot cooler than it actually is
It is not worth $40, Wait for a sale
Do not buy the tek edition, i dont even have it but i can already tell it is not worth it

If the game is updated with new things in the future and more replayability is added i will consider playing this game more..
Great Game really passes the time. Disclaimer: Was provided a review key by Kittehface Software

This game is awesome. End of story. You want more?

I am a huge fan of match-3 games. I am a huge fan of chain reactions. And I am also a huge fan of a spin off of Street Fighter II
called Super Puzzle Fighter II Turbo. Anode combines everything I mentioned and adds in a bit of ADDICTION causing
players such as myself to play turn after turn after turn.

The great thing about Anode is I could point to it's Endless mode and call it good. The style of gameplay makes it easy to learn
and get the hang of it, and those with more experience and "bravery" can use that knoweldge to risk losing it all for big points
and helpful items.

That 5 hour playtime? Spent mostly in Endless. Other modes serve as nice variety like Mission mode, Time Attack, and others.

Seriously, this game is worth the $5 you'll pay, so JUST DO IT!. I personally like the base building part of RTS games the most.
This game squares the depth and fun of managing your base (traps, rooms, exploring underground, upgrading, etc), while still
containing solid top-world RTS mechanics I've come to know. It is very humorous, colorful, and detailed. I just finished the
main campaign, bought the expansion and will play it soon.

If you like traps, building, exploring, upgrading, battles, magic, satire, etc... I highly recommend it!. So... the basis of this game
is the the story of "Sleeping Beauty" was a little embellished. Rose was only unconscious for a few hours. However, this leads to
the dark fairy who cursed her to be captured in a rose. Hundreds of years later, Rose's descendant accidentally releases said dark
fairy, named Desdemona, and she... takes a liking to him.

The stories (at least the good endings) are sweet actually, and there is a bit of backstory that can help to explain the emnity
between the royal family and Desdemona.

Good read, and I would recommend.
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